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INTRODUCTION

Materials And Methods

- In 2016, the highest prevalence of spondyloarthrits
was in North America and Europe, 1.35% and 0.54%
respectvely (Stolwijk et al., 2016)
- A key outcome measure for axial spondyloarthrits
(axSPA) is spinal mobility, but this is highly variable and
subjectve when assessed using conventonal tools, e.g.
goniometer (Mancini and Horak, 2010)
- Cervical rotaton is the only movement test measured
in degrees in the BASMI
- Inertal Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors can atain
accurate measures of body moton.

- Key points of our methodology are summarised in Diagram 1
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AIM:
Evaluatng the reliability of IMU atained measurements
(from movement tests performed by axSpA partcipants)
against measurements atained from conventonal
BASMI, the ‘Truth’ dimension of the OMERACT flter
(Wells, Beaton, Tugwell, et al., 2014)

Diagram 1. Key points of our methodology

- Intra-rater, inter-rater and test-retest - with a two week gap between tests reliability tests were performed in a sequence (Figure 2).

IMUs

Diagram 2. Summary of the analysis conducted

Results

Figure 1. A: Clip-in Baseplate for sensor:
B: Positioning of cervical
sensors (occiput, T3) C: Positioning of Lumbar sensors using height
specific template (T12, S1)

Figure 2. Sensor test schedule sequence

- Pearson correlatons for IMU and conventonal measurements are shown in
Tables 1 and 2

Discussion And Conclusion

.

Table 1. Reliability ICCs for IMU test

Table 1. Reliability ICCs for conventional spinal test

Diagram 3. Summary of the Findings

Examples of Lumbo-pelvic restriction observed on this study

- Lumbo-pelvic restricton unforeseen paterns were found: The mean
contributon to the lumbar fexion by the pelvic movement was 52.6%
- 15 out of 40 partcipants had an abnormal Lumbo-Pelvic Rhythm (LPR): There
were identfed 7 individuals and 8 individuals with lumbar and pelvic
restrictons respectvely
(1) Of these individuals: 12 had trunk fexion <70 degrees.
(2) In those with trunk fexion >70 degrees, 22 out of 25 had a normal LPR

